
HARIPRASAD GANGAVARAM
(+91)8639819191 ghari81189@gmail.com ayudh harig81189 portfolio

SKILLS

JavaScript, Angular 2+, RxJS,

NodeJS, TypeScript, HTML, CSS,

Redux, Web Components, Polymer,

Socket IO, RESTful APIs, Express,

MongoDB, GraphQL, Webpack, Git,

Jenkins, TravisCI

EDUCATION

Bachelor of Technology in

Computer Science,

JNTU A 2014-2018

OPEN SOURCE

Some of the key contributions are

Lock File Notifier - VSCode

extension which notifies when

node_modules is out of date with

yarn.lock/package-lock.json file.

Angular CLI - contributed to

schematics and build tooling.

rxjs-deck - MDX deck for RxJS with

intuitive stream diagrams and

examples.

GoforEvent - event booking

platform with payment integration,

QR code verification and booking

for college fests.

IntelliCam - Android app which

turns mobile into text scanner with

90% accuracy and creates PDF

from images.

PROFILE

Front end developer with ~4 years of professional experience in building web

applications. Has a strong knowledge in Angular and has experience building

RESTful and GraphQL API design with NodeJS.

An active team player. Awarded “Delivery excellence” as an individual and as

a Team at the organization level. Proficient in Data structures and Algorithms.

WORK EXPERIENCE

2018, July

Present

Software Engineer
EPAM Systems
Working with a team of developers and taking care of the

dev workflow setup. Integrated challenging SSO and

OAuth2 protocols in Electron based product. Involved in

architecture and UX design discussions. Actively

participated in code reviews and refactoring. Developed an

organization-wide dynamic custom Angular schematics for

quick scaffolding projects which is used by multiple teams.

PROJECTS

Platform Administration

May 2020 - Present

Web application to control the access to the internal API's for the Users

and user groups. Assign/Unassign of licenses, privilege's are handled.

Technologies used: Angular, proprietary UI component library based on

Polymer 3, Express

Sales Demo

June 2019 - Present

Web application to showcase the power of Refinitiv API's. This tool is

used by the sales team to provide a demo. Has user friendly images,

graphs as well as dev friendly swagger-like UI. Technologies used:

Angular, proprietary UI component library based on Polymer 3, Web

components, Express, MongoDB, Protractor

Visual Feedback

Nov 2018 - April 2019

Performance centric Electron based application. Technologies used:

Typescript, Webpack, Express
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